
Game of Chance 

  Schedule to Conditions of Entry 

Name of Competition NAB Face in the Crowd Competition  

Promoter 
National Australia Bank Limited, ABN 12 004 044 937, Level 

4, 800 Bourke St Docklands VIC 3008 (NAB) 

Applicable State/s VIC

Entry Requirements 

Entry is open to all Australian residents who attend the 

Melbourne City v Sydney FC match on Wednesday, 30 

November 2016. 

Ineligible Entrants 

Any person under the age of 18 who is not accompanied 

their parent or guardian. 

Immediate family of employees or contractors of NAB or 

agencies or companies associated with the competition. 

Competition Period 

The competition commences on Wednesday, 30 November 

2016 at 5:30pm AEDT.  

The competition concludes on Wednesday, 30 November 

2016 at 7:10pm AEDT. 

Entry Method   

To enter, during the Competition Period; 

• Follow the MC’s instructions pre-match to stand up

and wave your NAB banner for your chance to be 

randomly and instantly chosen as a winner.  

Once the spectators are standing;  

• The cameraman will pan around the crowd and 

randomly point the camera at a spectator waving 

their banner and display them on the big screens 

situated within the stadium.  

• Once the spectator is chosen as the Prize Winner, a 

representative of the Promoter will find the Prize 

Winner and accompany them, plus one (1) guest to 

their instant seat upgrade at the Westfield FFA Cup 

Final match between Melbourne City and Sydney 

FC. 

Entry Details 

The cameraman will choose one spectator from the crowd at 

AAMI Park on Wednesday, 30 November 2016 before the 

match. 

The Prize Winner and one (1) guest (NAB Face in the 

Crowd) will automatically receive their seat upgrade at the 

Westfield FFA Cup Final match between Melbourne City and 

Sydney FC.  

Maximum Number of Entries Not applicable 

Draw Place, Date & Time 

Draw Date: Wednesday, 30 September 2016 

Draw Time: approx. 7:10pm 

Draw Place: AAMI Park 



Prize Details 

There is one major prize on offer. The prize includes; an 

instant seat upgrade for the winner and one (1) guest at the 

Westfield FFA Cup Final match between Melbourne City and 

Sydney FC for being chosen as the NAB Face in the Crowd.  

The Prize Winner will have a maximum of a further one guest 

to accompany them to the seat upgrade.  

Prize Conditions  

The prize cannot be transferred and cannot be redeemed for 

cash. If for any reason the winner does not take an element 

of the prize at the time stipulated by NAB then that element 

of the prize will be forfeited by the winner.  

Total Prize Pool Total prize pool value is up to $1,000. 

Notification Method  Winners will be notified at the match at the time of entry.  



Conditions of Entry 

1. These Conditions of Entry must be read together with the Schedule. By entering, 
entrants accept these conditions.  

2. Entry is open to residents of the Applicable State/s who comply with the Entry 
Requirements (if any). Entries submitted by Ineligible Entrants are not accepted. If entry is 
permitted to persons under 18, those entrants must first obtain consent of their parent or 
guardian. 

3. The competition will be run during the Competition Period. 

4. To enter, entrants must follow the Entry Method, noting any Entry Details, and submit 
their entries during the Competition Period. Entrants may only submit up to the Maximum 
Number of Entries.  

5. All valid entries received during the Competition Period will be entered into the draw 
and the winner will be drawn at the Draw Place, Date and Time listed in the Schedule. Where 
there is a multiple Number of Draws, the first valid entry randomly drawn will win the first Prize 
and subsequent Prizes will be drawn in descending order of value.   

6. If any Prize remains unclaimed 3 months after the original draw, an unclaimed draw 
prize will be held at the same Draw Place and Time as the original draw on the Unclaimed 
Draw Date. Where a Prize is no longer available, for example, because the date of an event 
has passed, the new winner will receive a Prize as determined by NAB of equal or higher 
value, subject to State regulation. 

7. In consideration for awarding a Prize to a winner, winners agree to participate in any 
promotional activity regarding winning the Prize and consent to their name and image being 
used in promotional material without payment. 

8. Where a Prize consists of travel, travel may be restricted to period other than peak 
periods and must be booked and completed in accordance with any terms prescribed by NAB 
and/or the travel arranger. If the Prize is event based, travel must coincide with the event 
dates. Flights and accommodation are subject to availability. Winners and any travel 
companions are responsible for all other costs associated with the Prize including but not 
limited to meals, taxes, travel insurance and other ancillary costs. If the Prize involves 
overseas travel, winners and any travel companions are responsible for ensuring they have 
all necessary documents such as valid passports and visas, should consult their medical 
practitioner and check travel warnings with the relevant authorities (eg DFAT) prior to travel. 
NAB is not responsible for any cancellation, delay or rescheduling of travel or any costs 
incurred by the winner and any travel companion as a result.  

9. Entrants acknowledge that there may be some inherent risks is some aspects of 
using the Prize and that it is their responsibility to ensure that they are sufficiently healthy and 
fit so as to undertake activities associated with the Prize. It is a condition of accepting such 
Prize that upon request the winner will sign a legal release in favour of NAB and/or the issuer 
of the Prize and the agencies associated with the competition. 

10. Winners will be notified by the Notification Method described in the Schedule and 
their names published by the method and on the Publication Date. 

11. NAB may request winners to provide proof of identity and proof of residency at the 
nominated Prize delivery address. Identification considered suitable for verification is at the 
discretion of NAB.  

12. NAB does not warrant and makes no representations that any Prize will be fit for any 
purpose or will be of merchantable quality. If liability under any terms implied at law cannot be 
excluded, the liability of NAB and its associated agencies is limited to the re-supply of the 
Prize or the cost of its re-supply. 

13. Entries must be received during the Competition Period. NAB has no control over 
telecommunications networks and accepts no responsibility for problems associated with 
them. Entries deemed received at the time of receipt into NAB’s database, not at the time of 
transmission. Entries submitted using any form of automated entry device or software are 
ineligible. Entries not fully complying with these Conditions of Entry will be deemed invalid. 
NAB accepts no responsibility for late, lost, incomplete, delayed, corrupted, illegible or 



misdirected entries whether due to error, omission, alteration, deletion, destruction, 
transmission interruption, tampering, theft, destruction failure or otherwise. No 
correspondence will be entered into. 

14. If for any reason this promotion is not capable of running as planned or if the 
administration, security, fairness, integrity or proper conduct of this promotion is affected for 
any reason, NAB may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate, change or suspend the 
competition. NAB may disqualify any individual who tampers (or benefits from the tampering) 
with the entry process or the conduct of the competition or who has, in NAB’s opinion, 
engaged in conduct which is fraudulent, misleading or generally damaging to the reputation of 
NAB or has breached these Conditions of Entry .   

15. NAB will not be liable for any loss (including without limitation, consequential or 
indirect loss), cost or damage, personal injury or death which is suffered (whether or not due 
to the negligence of any person) in connection with entering the competition or using the 
Prize, except any liability which cannot be excluded by law (and if so, that liability is limited to 
the minimum allowable by law).  

16. NAB accepts no responsibility for the tax implications of Prize winnings. If entry is 
limited to NAB employees and contractors and the Prize value is over $2000, NAB will pay 
any FBT payable on Prize winnings. Where the total of benefits (including Prizes) received by 
an entrant during an FBT year exceeds $2000, this amount is required to be grossed-up and 
reported on their payment summary. Winners should obtain independent tax advice to 
determine how this may affect their circumstances. 

17. The personal information entrants provide will be used by NAB, and may be disclosed 
to its agents, solely to conduct the competition and distribute the Prize. For more information 
about NAB’s privacy practices, including how to request access personal information held by 
it and/or request that it be corrected, view NAB’s Privacy Policy at wwww.nab.com.au or call 
13 22 65 (or 1300 363 647 for hearing impaired individuals with telephone typewriters).   


